The Double Standard
These pages are prototypes for a fictional, spoof newspaper developed by
members of the Women's Cultural Exchange Nottingham. The newspaper is to be
called 'The Double Standard'. Working from headlines and social media GIF's
analysed in the media research phase of the Conflict, Memory, Displacement
project, the group sought to reveal the double standard applied to asylum seekers.
The first page, which shadows the 'World News' section of mainstream
newspapers, excavates the inter-relationship between Western colonialism in past
and present and current contexts of corruption and violence in the countries from
which refugees travel, of which UK residents often have very little knowledge.
The second page, a spoof on the 'Lifestyle' section of the newspaper, replaces
recipes for cucumber facials and dinner party table settings with the realities of life
as an asylum seeker in the UK, which the group described as 'life in handcuff's' due
to their exclusion from many aspects of everyday life. The art work, created by a
group member, is a visual representation of this experience.
A final page, mimicking the popular Sports section, which comprise a significant
portion of UK newspapers, draws from a GIF circulated by migrant communities
on social media, and contrasts depictions of an athlete who is deemed 'Nigerian' in
the context of drug scandals and 'British' in the context of a win. Again, this page
demonstrates the mechanisms used to 'produce' migrants in a negative light in the
British imaginary.
A fourth page in this process has proven to be more difficult to produce and
therefore does not appear here. This fourth page is to be a description of the
collectivity and communality that the women in the group bring to the UK, and
the way that their sophisticated networks of care and support operate in lieu of
public resources and what this might have to teach a society more focused on
individual success. While the group was committed to telling this story, it was more
difficult to imagine how this might be represented within the context of the
mainstream press and remains and open question for the next phases of the
project.
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